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In 2016, Aurélien Guichard together with his family founded a Rose Centifolia 
organic farm (Ecocert®) in the Grasse region.

He is the only Perfumer to own and produce his own Rose Centifolia.

Following  a family and regional  know-how, he cultivates  thousands  of roses on 
an exceptional  terroir , recognized  as Intangible  Cultural  Heritage  of Humanity 
by UNESCO in 2018. 





 

 
Rose  Centifolia  Absolute  France , produced  by  MATIERE  PREMIERE  in organic 
farming, becomes the main ingredient for a new perfume, RADICAL ROSE.

In 2019, the first grams of Absolute, produced exclusively for MATIERE PREMIERE, 
are delivered.

Aurélien Guichard can start his work of composition.





 "I wanted to create a fragrance containing the largest amount in the world of 
one of the most beautiful  Absolutes : an Absolute  extracted  from organic Rose 
Centifolia flowers, grown in the Grasse region in France.

 
I've worked on this Rose to get to the heart of the raw material, without frills, to 
allow its texture and beauty to be felt immediately.

Growing  our own Rose is a way to reconnect  with the essence  of the work of a 
Perfumer : creating  the  fragrance  itself , but  also  supervising  the  quality  and 
production methods of the raw material." 

Aurélien Guichard, Founder and Creative Perfumer, MATIERE PREMIERE





 :INITIAL IDEA  "An overdose of Rose Absolute".

 MAIN INGREDIENT: Rose Centifolia Absolute France, extracted from roses 
organically grown by MATIERE PREMIERE.

 CREATIVE APPROACH : Work on the highest concentration in the world of 
Rose Centifolia Absolute, like a chiaroscuro. Exacerbate the bright, spicy 
facets of the Rose with Saffron and Pepper Berries Essence Jamaica. 
Highlight the dark, woody facets with Patchouli Essence Indonesia and 
Labdanum Absolute Andalusia. 



RADICAL ROSE 
Eau de parfum 100 ml - spray
190 € recommended retail price

RADICAL ROSE 
Eau de parfum 6 ml 

29
Perfumer's trial bottle with its adaptable spray

 € recommended retail price

Available in September 2020



 

      
  

    
          




